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Instructions
1. Assemble TWO large square
pegboards as shown. If you’re
using clear pegboards, slide the
actual-size pattern underneath
them. Now place all the beads for
your project. The full size pattern
shows just the needed portion of
the pegboards.
2. Cover the completed design with the ironing paper. Keeping the iron level, gently
iron the beads in a circular motion for about 10 seconds to fuse the beads evenly.
Ironed properly, the beads will still have an open center.
You will also need craft glue and ribbon to complete your project.

3. Once the design is cool, peel off the ironing paper. Lift your design from the
pegboard; flip the design over and repeat step #2. Your pegboard and ironing
paper are reusable.

Lid—Be sure to leave the slots open
Bead Color/# Needed:
Bubblegum - 17
Red - 42
Raspberry - 16
Orange - 16
Cheddar - 39
Yellow - 49
Kiwi Lime - 16
Green - 251
Pastel Blue - 48
Purple - 52
Brown - 30
Black - 8

Warning: Parents - the ironing must be done by an adult only. Some irons may emit steam. Please keep children at a safe distance.
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Side Layers

Bead Color/# Needed:

Layer 3: MAKE ONE
(You will assemble this layer in pieces)

Bubblegum - 40
Red - 38
Raspberry - 40
Orange - 40
Yellow - 40
Kiwi Lime - 40
Green - 180
Pastel Blue - 40
Purple - 40
Brown - 40

Layers 1, 2, 4, and 5: MAKE FOUR TOTAL
(You will assemble these layers
one at a time)

Warning: Parents - the ironing must be done by an adult only. Some irons may emit steam. Please keep children at a safe distance.
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Base

Bead Color/# Needed:
Green - 588

ASSEMBLY

1 - Glue the layers in order to the green base, aligning color stripes.
When you get to layer 3, you will need to work in pieces to leave the
slots for the ribbon.

2 - Cut two lengths of ribbon to work as your hinges. Insert the
ribbon pieces through the slots. Align the lid with the color stripes of
assembled box. Insert each ribbon end from inside the box through
the appropriate slot in the lid. Tie each in a bow. You're done!

Warning: Parents - the ironing must be done by an adult only. Some irons may emit steam. Please keep children at a safe distance.

